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About Us
Established in 1998, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal (TAG-Legal) is the legal arm of Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) specialized in providing legal consultations and services 
to clients worldwide.

Being a leading law firm operating through a global network of professionals, we work hard 
to efficiently meet the legal needs of businesses and individuals providing them with clear and 
valuable advisory and assistance in establishing their companies, managing their businesses 
and avoiding undesired risks, in addition to protecting their trademarks and rights. 
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Our Values
A Global Experience at Your Hands
TAG-Legal provides an integral global experience to its clients by embracing a highly qualified 
team of local lawyers and reaching a professional network of attorneys from around the globe.

This integral experience enables us to advise our clients on all their inquiries and 
positioning us strongly to represent them in litigations in any aspect of the law and across 
different jurisdictions.

Our global experience is also backed by a professional team that is responsible for 
attaining all emerging laws and changing regulations to ensure we embrace an integrated 
legal experience.
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Continuous Learning Makes Success
Our lawyers regularly participate in international courses and workshops to gather experiences 
from varied specializations and different cultures, where we, in turn; initiate our own training 
programs that concur our objectives and create a space for local expertise exchange. 

A One-stop Service Provider
In addition to our legal specialization, we provide additional services through Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Organization such as translation, taxation and consultancy in addition to others. 
Our partnership with other TAG-Org’s companies such as Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property 
(AGIP), Talal Abu-Ghazaleh & Co. International (TAGI), Talal Abu-Ghazaleh & Co. 
Consulting (TAG-Consult), and Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Translation (TAG-Translate) provides a 
comprehensive service to clients around the globe.
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Our Scopes of Service
Incorporation and Foreign Investments
TAG-Legal assists investors and emerging businesses in starting off their companies through 
a full set of incorporation solutions that fit multi-jurisdictions and achieve their commercial 
purposes providing the following services:

Establishing and Registering Companies
We have an extensive experience in establishing and registering all types of companies, from 
operational companies and representative offices to free zone companies; as we perform the 
required regulatory procedures with efficiency and in a timely manner. 

Our comprehensive practice also covers post-establishment services of changing the 
company’s structure, type, activities, capital or partners in accordance with the local laws, 
amending memorandum and article of association, drafting related agreements, mergers and 
acquisitions, advisory on changing laws relating to their business’ specialization,  and all 
needed maintenance work.
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Forming Offshore Companies
Manufacturers and business owners who seek advantages from starting an offshore company; 
have put their trust in our Corporate Department to establish their companies in all Tax-Heaven 
jurisdictions due to our reputed expertise in this field. We are proud of our long-lasting relationship 
with our clients coming from our efficiency in performing all needed renewal and maintenance work. 

Legal Due Diligence
Our services also extend to performing legal due diligence studies providing highly-accurate 
assessments on a particular company’s status that serves our clients’ purposes, such as mergers 
and acquisitions, and avoid them any undesired risks.
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Intellectual Property Rights
With today’s ever-competing markets and increasing technology involvement among the 
varied industries, protection of innovative products and services has become more challenging 
for IP holders striving to expand their businesses and to push their creativity forward.

At Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal (TAG-Legal), we are aware of our clients’ needs, therefore, our 
highly qualified experts and lawyers work with dedication to safeguard our clients’ rights and 
interests and provide them with practical solutions to protect and enforce their IPRs regionally 
and globally through the wide range of scopes we serve:

I. Trademarks
As we recognize the vital role your trademark plays in representing your products among the 
varied consumers and industries, we have devoted a professional team that will provide you 
with a customized approach on protecting and enforcing your trademark in the markets. Our 
experienced team can help you with all trademark-related matters including services below:

Market Investigations:
Working proactively on stopping infringement actions against our clients’ trademarks, we 
have hired a team of professionally trained inspectors who continuously investigate the 
markets to detect any counterfeit marks, where we immediately alert the client of the suspected 
infringement advising them on available legal actions.
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Borders Measures:
TAG-Legal works closely with the governmental authorities to promote the enforcement 
of trademarks and related IP rights in the region and has  signed several Memoranda of 
Understanding (MoUs) with these bodies that serve these needs. Our lawyers offer their 
expertise under these MoUs to the Customs and competent authorities through specialized 
training held by our organization to increase awareness on distinguishing counterfeit products. 
While in turn, the competent authorities continuously cooperate with us to prevent the entrance 
of products infringing our clients’ marks into the country.

IP Workshops and Awareness Sessions:
Our experienced lawyers readily share their experience with their local community by 
organizing annual workshops and training programs for companies and authorities specialized 
in the IP field through which TAG-Legal increases awareness on importance of enforcing 
IPRs on all levels, tackles emerging issues threatening protection of these rights, and provides 
modern tools and methods on combating such infringements.

Cease and Desist Letters:
We assist clients wishing to cease infringements of their trademarks without resorting to 
courts by either drafting cease and desist letters, or obtaining settlements; saving our clients’ 
time and money. 

Opposition and Cancelation Actions:
Dealing with more than 500 skillful lawyers regionally and globally, TAG-Legal is reputed to 
serve its clients with practical consultations on their opposition and cancelation proceedings as 
we have developed a solid experience in this area from successfully representing many brand 
owners and service providers before competent courts of all levels and have managed to reach 
favorable settlements in other cases. 

Our global reach practice is backed by a dedicated Watch team who continuously monitor published 
trademarks and collaborate with us to inform the client with any infringing published trademarks.

Unfair Competition and Infringement Lawsuits:
When all attempts to end infringement acts against our clients’ trademarks fail or the unfair 
competition continues, our lawyers do not hesitate to proceed with filing court lawsuits on 
behalf of our clients putting their interests first.

Social Media Disputes:
Today, Social Media is considered one of the most important marketing tools in the modern 
world. Creating engaging content guarantees interaction with clients. TAG-Legal lawyers are 
ready to assist you in protecting your Intellectual Property Rights on all social media networks 
and handle any related disputes and issues.
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I. Copyrights
TAG-Legal brings fully integrated services for copyright holders of all industries, from 
film making to fashion industry. Our lawyers are capable of providing advisory on all types 
of related agreements and concerns and of handling infringement lawsuits and disputes, 
as we aim at helping our clients fully protect and benefit from their financial and moral 
protected rights.

II. Patents
As many businesses’ success and expansion rely on originality and exclusivity of their 
inventions, TAG-Legal comprises pioneering experts in the field to advise its clients on best 
tools and approaches to protect their innovative work and to present them in related disputes 
employing their deep understanding of regulating laws and treaties, their awareness of required 
precautionary measures, and benefiting from careful studying of unusual cases and disputes.  
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III. Domain Name Disputes
Our lawyers have developed an in-depth experience in the space of domain names through 
following up with emerging resolutions and laws, handling several related disputes with 
efficiency, and participating in international courses allowing them to exchange expertise with 
professional counterparts from around the globe. This integrated knowledge is the reason why 
clients seek us for consultation on all their domain name issues and have confidence in our 
experts to represent them in disputes before the Arbitration and Mediation centers.

IV. IP and Franchise Agreements 
Ensuring a full enforcement of our client’s trademarks and IPRs cannot be accomplished 
without well-drafted agreements that clearly stipulate their rights and enforce their protection, 
and our lawyers have the experience to draft and review all types of IP agreements and provide 
convenient consultations.

Moreover, we help brand owners who aspire to expand their business and get their marks 
renown by drafting Franchise Agreements meeting their needs in compliance with local laws 
along with operation manuals that are well-detailed to guarantee commitment of third parties 
to their brand’s specifications and standards. 
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Tax Services
We rely on the qualified tax advisors and lawyers we have selected to provide our clients 
with integrated tax solutions and to facilitate complex requirements and obligations they 
may face. Our technical knowledge of tax operations and deep understanding of related legal 
framework and regulating tax laws qualify us to provide advisory on tax issues, do calculations 
for deductible and non-deductible taxes, file out annual income declarations, give consultation 
on related contracts, or any taxation matter with commitment to the requirements of tax and 
sales departments and compliance with deadlines.

We are further equipped with professional lawyers to represent clients before authorized 
tax departments and objection committees for dissatisfying auditors’ reports, and we have 
represented many businesses, from entrepreneurial companies to large business chains, in tax 
disputes and litigations.

Labor Related Services
Our lawyers mitigate for employers, employees, and contractors all labor-related issues 
utilizing their cross-industry experience to provide legal consultations and drafting adequate 
contracts and agreements. As for labor and employment disputes and lawsuits; be sure that 
TAG-Legal is the right choice to defend your case and guarantee your rights.
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Insurance and Reinsurance
TAG-Legal’s solid experience strongly positions our lawyers to defend clients in insurance 
litigations and claims after carefully reviewing insurance plans and policies to secure the 
clients’ financial rights, while they are ready to negotiate and reach amicable settlements 
when necessary. 

Legal Consultations and Litigations 
Whether clients had concerns regarding the governing local laws, their newly established 
business, protecting their marks portfolio, or any legal issue; our team welcomes all types 
of legal inquiries, provides advisory on the convenient legal action and assists as well in any 
litigation before courts of all levels. 

Contracts Drafting and Reviewing
We have strong experience in preparing and reviewing all types of agreements related to 
your business regardless of the sector you operate in, including labor-related contracts, IP 
agreements, and agreements for commercial purposes. 
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Related Legal Services
I. Translation
Our Translation Department works in collaboration with our lawyers to facilitate the workflow 
by providing professional legal translation of all types of documents, including translation 
of petitions and claims supporting our clients’ cases, with commitment to accuracy and in a 
timely manner.
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II. Prize Promotion 
We assist our clients in obtaining licenses for their prize promotion campaigns and provide 
advisory on related agreements. 

III. Data Exclusivity for Pharmaceutical Products
We advise our clients on licensing medicines and pharmaceutical products and assist in fulfilling 
the requirements for obtaining these licenses.
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Where We
Operate
General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com 

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com 

Algiers, Algeria 
Email: mea@tag-legal.com 

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com  

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com  

Cairo, Egypt 
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com 

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com 

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com 

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com 

Gaza Strip, Palestine 
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com  

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com  

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain 
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com 

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com 

Rabat, Morocco 
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com  

Sana’a, Yemen 
Email: mea@tag-legal.com 

Tehran, Iran 
Email: iran@tag-legal.com 

Tunis, Tunisia 
Email mea@tag-legal.com

West Bank, Palestine 
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia 
Email: taglegal.russia@tag-legal.com

We also serve you worldwide through our 
Continents Hubs
For Intellectual Property Rights Services:
TAG-Legal Asia asia@tag-legal.com 

TAG-Legal Europe eu@tag-legal.com 

TAG-Legal America america@tag-legal.com 

TAG-Legal Africa africa@tag-legal.com 

For Corporate Services:
Corporate Legal:
corporate.legal@tag-legal.com  
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Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization Members
1. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh & Co. International (TAG-Audit) tagi.com 

Audit and Accounting Services

2. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh & Co. Consulting (TAG-Consult) tag-consultants.com 
Management, Economic, and Financial Consulting Services

3. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Valuation (TAG-Value) tagvaluation.com
Asset Valuation and Branding Services

4. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Domains (TAG-Domains) tagidomains.com 
ICANN Accredited Registrar

5. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Information Technology International (TAG-ITI) tagiti.com
Consultation, Development and Implementation in the Field of Information
and Communication Technology (ICT)

6. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh E-Solutions (TAG E-Solutions) tagesolutions.com 
Software Solutions

7. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) agip.com 
Registration and Protection of Intellectual Property Rights

8. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal (TAG-Legal) tag-legal.com
Legal Services

9. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International Advertising (TAG-Media) tagorgmedia.com
Media Consultants

10. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International Press & Publishing (TAG-Publish) tag-publication.com 
Services and Consultations in the Field of Printing and Publishing

11. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Recruitment & Human Resources Development (TAG-Recruit) tagirecruitment.
com
Human Resources and Recruitment Services

12. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Advisory (TAG-Advisors) tagadvisory.com
Management Advisory Services, Technology Transfer Project

13. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Tenders (TAG-Tenders) tagtenders.com
Tenders and Bids

14. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Translation Distribution & Publishing (TAG-Translate) tagtranslate.com
Professional Interpretation and Translation Services

15. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Visa Services - Chinese Visa Section (TAG-Visa) tag-visa.com 
Chinese Visa Services
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16. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International University (TAGI-UNI) tagiuni.com 
Highly Accredited Online Academic and Professional Programs

17. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Digital University (TAG-DU) tag-du.com
Providing Digital Educational Programs 

18. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University College of Business-Bahrain (TAG-UCB) tagucb.com 
Bachelor Degrees in Business Administration

19. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Educational Consulting (TAG-Education) tageducational.com 
Academic consulting and counselling in the field of higher education

20. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Confucius Institute (TAG-Confucius) tagconfucius.com 
Teaching Chinese Language

21. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh E-Training (TAGE-Training) tagitc.com
Providers of Accredited IT Training and Certification Services

22. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Academy (TAG-Academy) tag-academy.com
Organizing, Holding and Sponsoring Training Courses, Workshops and Seminars

23. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Society (TAG-KS) tag-ks.com
It is the CSR arm of TAG-Org which, helps the youth enter labor market through
offering them training courses and linking them with job seekers

24. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Forum (TAGKF) tag-forum.org
Event Organizing Services

25. Electronic Arabic Encyclopedia Registration Website (TAGEPEDIA) register.tagepedia.org
Enriching the online world with Arabic content 

26. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Laptop (TAGITOP) tagitop.com
Affordable state-of-the-art Laptops

27. International Arab Society of Certified Accountants (IASCA) iascasociety.org
Professional Certificates (IACPA, IACMA and IFRS Expert), Membership, Training Courses,
and Professional Publications

28. Arab Society for Intellectual Property (ASIP) aspip.org
Training and Raising Awareness in Legal and Intellectual Property Fields 

29. Licensing Executives Society - Arab Countries (LES-AC) lesarab.org
Advancing the Business of Intellectual Property Globally

30. The Arab International Society for Management Technology (AIMICT) aimict.org
Capacity building and advanced IT training 

31. Arab Center for  Mediation and Arbitration (AIPMAS) aipmas.org
Conflict settlement related to Intellectual Property
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32. Arab Organization for Quality Assurance in Education (AROQA) aroqa.org
Quality of Education

33. Arab States Research and Education Networks (ASREN) asrenorg.net
High Speed Research and Education Networks and e-Infrastructure Services 

34. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh for Cloud Computing Services (TAG-Cloud) tagcloudconsult.com
Cloud Computing Consulting Services (CCCS)

35. Family Business Governance Center (FBGC) fbgc.jo
Family business and governance

36. Arab Omani Management Training Institute (AOTI-Oman) tagi-aoti.com
Organize, hold and sponsor training courses, workshops and seminars

37. Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property News Agency (AG-IP News) ag-ip-news.com
Providing media services in the field of intellectual property

38. All 4 Palestine Organization (All4Palestine) all4palestine.com
Providers of Prominent Palestinian Profiles

39. Economic Policy Development Forum (EPDForum) epdforum.org
Economic research and studies

40. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Information Technology International News Agency (TAG-IT News) tagitnews.
com
Media Services in the Field of Information Technology

41. TAG-knowledge and Wealth Creation (TAG-Creation) tagcreation.com
Business Advisory and Wealth Creation

42. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Training-Bahrain (TAGI-Training Bh.) tagitraining.bh
Training Services

43. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Education News Agency (TAG-Educa News) tageducanews.com
Media services in the field of education

44. Arab Center For Dispute Resolution (ACDR) acdr.aipmas.org
Domain Name Dispute Resolution

45. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Proctored Testing Centers (TAGI-Metric) tagimetric.com
Third Party Proctored Examinations and Assessments.

46. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Capital Services (TAG-Capital) tag-capital.com
Financial consultations

47. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University Management Advisory Services (TAG-Universities) taguniconsult.com
Consultations in Higher Education
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48. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh for Dispute Resolution Center (TAG-Resolution) tagresolution.com
Arbitration to settle conflicts in the field of trademarks

49. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Computer Refurbishment Center (TAG-CRC) tagcrc.com
Refurbishing and developing computers

50. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Design & Publishing (TAG-Design) tagidesign.com
Design of printing consultations

51. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Research Center (TAG-Research) tagrsc.com 
Business Education Researches

52. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Academy for Languages (TAG-Lingual) tag-languages.com
Languages Training and educational courses

53. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Internal Audit (TAG-Audit) taginternalaudit.com
Internal Audit Services

54. Jordanian National Orchestra Association (JOrchestra) jorchestra.com
Concerts and Musical Events

55. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Foundation (TAG-Foundation) tag-foundation.org
Initiatives in areas of social development, economy, training
and job creation, and thought and research forums 

56. TAG-International Institute for Social Responsibility (TAG-IISR) tag-foundation.org
Social development, economic, and training initiatives 

57. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Partners in Development (TAG-PID) tag-foundation.org
Initiatives and forums Development

58. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Patents (TAG-Patents) tagip-search.com
Patents services 

59. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) tagorg.com
The Global Organization for professional services and education

60. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International Diploma in IT Skills (TAG-DIT) tagitc.com
Providers of Accredited IT Training and Certification Services

61. ICTDAR – Talal Abu Ghazaleh for Small and Medium Enterprises (ICTDAR-TAG SME) tagorg.com
Provide training to small and medium businesses and entrepreneurs to build sustainable practices
and enable them to access finance
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Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization Offices
85 Offices Worldwide

OFFICES UNDER ESTABLISHMENT:

JORDAN
(Regional Office)
-- Amman Office 
-- Amman - Head Office 
-- Amman - TAGI-UNI
-- Amman - TAGSB
-- Maan

AFAGHNISTAN
-- Kabul

ALGERIA
-- Algeria

BAHRAIN
-- Al-Manama (TAG-Org)
-- Al-Manama (TAG-UCB)

BELGIUM
-- Bruxelles

CANADA
-- Montreal

CHINA
-- Beijing
-- Hong Kong
-- Quanzhou
-- Shanghai

CYPRUS
-- Nicosia 

EGYPT
-- Cairo (AGIP)
-- Cairo (TAG-Org)

FRANCE
-- Paris

GERMANY
-- Dusseldorf

HUNGARY
-- Budapest

INDIA
-- Bangalore
-- Mumbai 
-- New Delhi

IRAN
-- Tehran

IRAQ
-- Baghdad
-- Erbil

KUWAIT
-- Kuwait

LEBANON
-- Beirut (AGIP)
-- Beirut (TAG-Audit)

LIBYA
-- Tripoli

MALTA
-- San Gwann

MOROCCO
-- Casablanca 

NIGERIA
-- Lagos

OMAN
-- Muscat
-- Muscat - (AOMTI)
-- Salalah

PAKISTAN
-- Karachi 

PALESTINE 
-- Gaza
-- Ramallah

QATAR
-- Doha

RUSSIA
-- Moscow

SAUDI ARABIA
-- Abha
-- Al-Khobar
-- Al-Riyadh (AGIP)
-- Al-Riyadh (TAG-Audit)
-- Jeddah

SUDAN
-- Khartoum

SWITZERLAND
-- Geneva
-- Zurich

SYRIA
-- Damascus 

TUNISIA
-- Tunis 

TURKEY 
-- Ankara
-- Istanbul 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
-- Abu-Dhabi
-- Ajman
-- Al-Ain 
-- Al-Hamriya
-- Al-Sharjah
-- Dubai (AGIP)
-- Dubai (TAG-Audit)
-- Jabal Ali
-- Ras Al-Khaimah
-- Um Al-Quwain

YEMEN
-- Sana’a

ARGENTINA
-- Buenos Aires

BANGLADESH
-- Dhaka

BRAZIL
-- Rio de Janeiro

CANADA
-- Calgary
-- Ottawa
-- Toronto

CHILE
-- Santiago

COLOMBIA
-- Bogotá

CUBA
-- Havana

DJIBOUTI
-- Djibouti

INDONESIA 
-- Jakarta

ITALY 
-- Rome

KENYA
-- Nairobi

MALAYSIA 
-- Kuala Lumpur

MEXICO
-- Mexico City

NIGERIA
-- Abuja

SINGAPORE 
-- Singapore

SPAIN 
-- Madrid

UNITED KINGDOM
-- Edinburgh

UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA
-- Buffalo






